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Who’s Turn is it Anyway?

Online Board Gaming and Libraries with Bebo and John

“Board Game” by Pixabay User “Morning Bird Photo” under Pixabay Licence
# dear-person-please-take-your-turn

dorinao the nonlibrarian the 2nd 05/02/2020
haha

John the Librarian 05/03/2020
Im losing so badly

SarcasmSpice the Non-Librarian 05/03/2020
anybody up for a game?
dorinao the nonlibrarian the 2nd 05/03/2020
meeeeeener
mike

SarcasmSpice the Non-Librarian 05/03/2020
awesome sauce
dorinao the nonlibrarian the 2nd 05/03/2020
roll for the galaxy?
Code of Conduct

**First question:** Do you agree to a gaming space that is also a safe space? Where a person or category of people can feel confident that they will not be exposed to discrimination, criticism, harassment, or any other emotional or physical harm.

**Second question:** Do you agree to honor and use an individual’s pronouns?
Recognize/Address Problematic Behavior

MODERATION

VERIFICATION LEVEL
Members of the server must meet the following criteria before they can send messages in text channels or initiate a direct message conversation. If a member has an assigned role this does not apply. We recommend setting a verification level for a public Discord.

- **Low**
  - Must have a verified email on their Discord account.

- **Medium**
  - Must also be registered on Discord for longer than 5 minutes.

- **High**
  - Must also be a member of this server for longer than 10 minutes.

- **Highest**
  - Must have a verified phone on their Discord account.

EXPLICIT MEDIA CONTENT FILTER
Automatically scan and delete media that contains explicit content. Please choose how broadly the filter will apply to members in your server. We recommend setting a filter for a public Discord.

- **Don't scan any media content.**
  - My friends are nice most of the time.

- **Scan media content from members without a role.**
  - Recommended option for servers that use roles for trusted membership.

- **Scan media content from all members.**
  - Recommended option for when you want that super clean chat.
Cheltenham Board and Card Games

Cheltenham, PA
474 members · Public group
Organized by John and 1 other

What we're about
This is a group for anyone interested in learning about and playing modern board games. All experience levels are welcome! Come play your favorite...

Read more

Upcoming events (3)

TUE, JUL 21, 7:00 PM EDT
Play Board Games! 7 Wonders online at Board Game Arena
SERVER INVITE LINK SETTING S

EXPRIE AFTER
Never

MAX NUMBER OF USES
10 uses

Grant temporary membership
Temporary members are automatically kicked when they disconnect unless a role has been assigned

Cancel Generate a New Link

An adventure begins. Let's add some friends!

Invite People
Questions?
Online Board Game Platforms
Steam

The platform is free.

Most games are NOT.

All players need to acquire the same game in order to play.

So if a paid game, everyone needs to pay.

Difficult to moderate.

Great Games! Great Interface! It’s so beautiful...
Tabletop Simulator

Cost about $20 on Steam

Amazing selection of games!
Some free some not.

SO. MANY. GAMES.

It SIMULATES the gaming table. You pick stuff up and move it around.

There is a huge learning curve with the functionality.
Tabletopia

Also a simulator.

It runs a virtual table with all the pieces and ability to move them.

Learning curve.

It’s fine. Really. Just fine.

One time I dropped a pawn and it took me an hour to pick it back up again.
Yucata.de and Boitejeux.net

Game selection ok.

Interface is antiquated.

Learning curve low.

Free.

Some great easy to teach games like Alhambra and Dixit.

My favorite game Concordia is also there.
Clones
Board Game Arena

175+ Games (new games once every two weeks or so)

Small Annual Fee for Premium.

Only one person needs to have this for everyone to play.

Voice and Text Chat.

Simple User Interface.

Variety of difficulty.
Tired Yet?
Top Ten Board Games on Board Game Arena
1. Kingdomino
2. Sushi Go!
3. Carcassonne
4. Stone Age
5. Saboteur
6. 6 Nimmt!
7 Wonders
8. Potion Explosion
9. Hanabi
10. Incan Gold
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